
MobiDev Software Product Engineering Expertise
that contributes to our client's success

Web Development Mobile Development QA&Testing

AI Development AR Development DevOps

“At Mobidev, we transform the complexities  
of product development into straightforward 
success. Our focused approach enhances software 
reliability, speeds up modernization, and ensures 
your projects align perfectly with market needs—
quickly and accurately.”

MYKOLA SHAMRAI
Head of Delivery

“Our agile approach optimizes operational 
efficiency, ensuring your resources are used 
effectively to meet investor expectations.  
With a focus on strategic growth, we help  
you navigate the market while maintaining  
a competitive edge.”

Oleksandra Shuliak
Head of PM/DM

Hire Dedicated Development Team
Successfully implementing product development strategies since 2009.

89%
middle & senior-level  
engineers

5+years
average  
employee tenure

14+years
in the software  
development business

+1 916 243 0946 (USA/Canada)

contact@mobidev.biz

mobidev.biz
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Configure your development team with MobiDev Contact us

Python

.Net

Ruby

Node.js

Java

PHP

Elixir

WEB CLOUD

AWS

Azure

Digital Ocean

MOBILE

Swift

Java

MAUI

Kotlin

Objective-C

Flutter

React Native

Our Development Capabilities
We can meet your specific requirements or suggest a suitable tech stack

Addressing your concerns

Struggling to find software developers  
with the desired skills and expertise  
to meet your deadlines?

MobiDev has in-house experts and access to a large pool  
of software engineers in Europe to provide you with a skilled team 
to implement your product development strategy. We take full 
responsibility for ensuring the quality and timely delivery of your 
product, allowing you to focus on your core business tasks without 
any constraints.

Have concerns about making a mistake 
in evaluating the competence of the team 
you plan to work alongside?

MobiDev has been in the software development market since  
2009, and has built a solid reputation. You can check 

to make sure we are trustworthy.
our clients’ 

testimonials 

Want to have a quality  
and delivery guarantee?

MobiDev documents all client-approved requirements  
and acceptance criteria, creating a clear confirmation of our 
commitments. A dedicated project manager ensures regular  
status updates and efficient allocation of client resources.

Troubled by the potential challenges  
in integrating and communicating 
effectively between the dedicated team 
and your in-house experts?

MobiDev focuses on long-lasting cooperation and has established 
project management processes to make this happen. Our experts 
follow industry-recognized agile methodologies, enabling efficient 
collaboration with in-house teams and facilitating swift progress  
with the next product iterations as necessary.

Worried about security?

MobiDev experts follow in-house security guidelines and industry 
best practices to ensure system resilience and protection. Moreover, 
we have expertise in ensuring domain regulatory compliance 
including HIPAA, KYC/AML, PSD2, PCI/DSS, etc. to meet specific 
product requirements.
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